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Abstract— Due to big data progress in biomedical and 

healthcare communities, accurate study of medical data 

benefits early disease recognition, patient care and 

community services. When the quality of medical data is 

incomplete the exactness of study is reduced. Moreover, 

different regions exhibit unique appearances of certain 

regional diseases, which may result in weakening the 

prediction of disease outbreaks. In the proposed system, it 

provides machine learning algorithms for effective 

prediction of various disease occurrences in disease-frequent 

societies. It experiment the altered estimate models over 

real-life hospital data collected. To overcome the difficulty 

of incomplete data, it uses a latent factor model to rebuild 

the missing data. It experiment on a regional chronic illness 

of cerebral infarction. Using structured and unstructured 

data from hospital it uses Machine Learning algorithm .To 

the best of our knowledge in the area of medical big data 

analytics none of the existing work focused on both data 

types. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of big data is not new; however the way it is 

defined is constantly changing. Various attempts at defining 

big data essentially characterize it as a collection of data 

elements whose size, speed, type, and/or complexity require 

one to seek, adopt, and invent new hardware and software 

mechanisms for archiving, analyzing and displaying data 

successfully. Healthcare is a prime example of how the three 

V’s of data first is velocity, second is variety, and third one 

is volume are an innate aspect of the data it produces. This 

data is spread among multiple healthcare systems, health 

insurers, researchers, government entities, and so forth. 

Furthermore, each of these data repositories is inherently 

incapable of providing a platform for global data 

transparency. To add to the three V’s, the veracity of 

healthcare data is also critical for its meaningful use towards 

developing translational research. With the development of 

big data technology, more attention has been paid to disease 

prediction from the perspective of big data analysis; various 

researches have been conducted by selecting the 

characteristics automatically from a large number of data to 

improve the accuracy of risk classification rather than the 

previously selected characteristics. However, those 

prevailing work mostly measured structured data. Thus, risk 

organization based on big data analysis, the following tasks 

remain: How should the mislaid data be lectured? How 

should the brain diseases in a positive county and the main 

faces of the disease in the region be gritty? How can big 

data analysis expertise be used to estimate the disease and 

generate a better method? 

 To solve these problems, it sees the structured and 

unstructured data in healthcare field to assess the risk of 

disease. First, the system uses machine learning algorithm to 

generate the pattern and causes of disease. It clearly shows 

the diseases and sub diseases. Second, by using Map Reduce 

algorithm for partitioning the data such that a query will be 

analyzed only in a specific partition, which will increase the 

operational efficiency but reduce query retrieval time. Map 

reducing algorithm is used for partitioning the medical data 

based on the output of machine learning algorithm. 

Compared to several typical prediction algorithms, the 

prediction accuracy of our proposed algorithm increases. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The analysis accuracy is reduced when the quality of 

medical data in incomplete. Moreover, different regions 

exhibit unique characteristics of certain regional diseases, 

which may weaken the prediction of disease outbreaks. 

However, those existing work mostly considered structured 

data. There is no proper methods to handle semi structured 

and unstructured. The proposed system will consider both 

structured and unstructured data. The analysis accuracy is 

increased by using Machine Learning algorithm and Map 

Reduce algorithm. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Machine can predict diseases but cannot predict the sub 

types of the diseases caused by occurrence of one disease. It 

fails to predict all possible conditions of the people. Existing 

system handles only structured data. The prediction system 

are broad and ambiguous. In current past, countless disease 

estimate classifications have been advanced and in 

procedure. The standing organizations arrange a blend of 

machine learning algorithms which are judiciously exact in 

envisaging diseases. However the restraint with the 

prevailing systems are speckled. First, the prevailing 

systems are dearer only rich people could pay for to such 

calculation systems. And also, when it comes to folks, it 

becomes even higher. Second, the guess systems are non-

specific and indefinite so far. So that, a machine can 

envisage a positive disease but cannot expect the sub types 

of the diseases and diseases caused by the existence of one 

bug. For occurrence, if a group of people are foreseen with 

Diabetes, doubtless some of them might have complex risk 

for Heart viruses due to the actuality of Diabetes. The 

remaining schemes fail to foretell all possible surroundings 

of the tolerant. 

A. Disadvantages of Existing System 

In the existing system the data set is typically small, for 

patients and diseases with specific conditions, the 

characteristics are selected through experience. However, 
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these pre-selected characteristics may not satisfy the 

changes in the disease and its influencing factors and has 

lower Accuracy and more time consuming. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We combine the structured and unstructured data in 

healthcare field to assess the risk of disease. First, we used 

latent factor model to reconstruct the missing data from the 

medical records collected. Second, by using statistical 

knowledge, we could determine the major brain diseases in 

the region. Third, to handle structured data, we consult with 

hospital experts to    extract useful features. For unstructured 

text data, we select the features automatically using CNN 

algorithm. Finally, we propose a novel CNN-based 

multimodal disease risk prediction (CNN-MDRP) algorithm 

for structured and unstructured data. The disease risk model 

is obtained by the combination of structured and 

unstructured features. Through the experiment, we draw a 

conclusion that the performance of CNN-MDPR is better 

than other existing methods. 

A. Advantages of Proposed System 

We leverage not only the structured data but also the text 

data of patients based on the proposed CNN-MDPR 

algorithm. We find that by combining these two data, the 

accuracy rate is high so as to better evaluate the risk of 

cerebral infarction disease. To the best of our knowledge, 

none of the existing work focused on both data types in the 

area of medical big data analytics. 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

System architecture is the conceptual design that defines the 

structure and behavior of a system. An architecture 

description is a formal description of a system, organized in 

a way that supports reasoning about the structural properties 

of the system. It defines the system components or building 

blocks and provides a plan from which products can be 

procured, and systems developed, that will work together to 

implement the overall system. The System architecture is 

shown below. 

The system consists of three important components 

1) Information Extraction 

2) Feature Selection 

3) Predictive Modelling 

 

Fig. 1: 

A. Information Extraction 

In this patients brain disease health care records are 

collected from various sources in hospitals and then 

organized as an electronic health care record (EHR). 

B. Feature Selection 

From among all the attributes collected for patient, the most 

important features for brain disease prediction and 

modelling is extracted from the EHR. 

C. Predictive Modelling 

We construct a predictive model to say if the patient will get 

brain disease or not. Naive Bayes model, Random Forest 

Model and Linear Regression model are the predictive 

models. The predictive modelling part will run Big Data 

Hadoop Platform. 

D. Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

It is a classification technique based on Bayes’ 

Theorem with an assumption of independence among 

predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier 

assumes that the presence of a particular feature in a class is 

unrelated to the presence of any other feature. 

 Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating 

posterior probability P(c|x) from P(c), P(x) and P(x|c). Look 

at the equation below: 

P(c/x)=P(x/c)*P(c) /P(x) 

1) Random Forest 

First, Random Forest algorithm is a supervised classification 

algorithm. We can see it from its name, which is to create a 

forest by some way and make it random. There is a direct 

relationship between the number of trees in the forest and the 

results it can get: the larger the number of trees, the more 

accurate the result. But one thing to note is that creating the 

forest is not the same as constructing the decision with 

information gain or gain index approach. 

2) Linear Regression 

Linear regression is perhaps one of the most well-known 

and well understood algorithms in statistics and machine 

learning. Linear regression was developed in the field of 

statistics and is studied as a model for understanding the 

relationship between input and output numerical variables, 

but has been borrowed by machine learning. It is both a 

statistical algorithm and a machine learning algorithm. 

In a simple regression problem (a single x and a single y), 

the form of the model would be: 

y = B0 + B1*x 

3) Use Case Diagram 

The actor defined here is Admin and is responsible for 

converting patient data to EHR, select features for brain 

disease and construct predictive model for patients. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayes%27_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayes%27_theorem
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Fig. 2: 

 

VI. RELATED WORK 

[1] In 2010, Apache Hadoop sharp big data as “datasets 

which could not be apprehended, succeeded, and managed 

by general computers within an okay scope.” On the basis of 

this definition, in May 2011, McKinsey & Company, a 

global accessing help said Big Data as the next edge for 

improvement, war, and yield. Big data shall callous such 

datasets which could not Computer Science & Engineering: 

An International Journal (CSEIJ), Vol.8, No.1, February 

2018 6 be attained, succeeded and stored by standard 

database software. This classification includes two 

associations: First, datasets dimensions that obey to the 

usual of big data are shifting, and may cultivate over time or 

with scientific, developments., Second, datasets, 

measurement that adapt to the  ordinary of big data in 

unalike submissions contrast from each other. 

 [2] Clinical data recounting the phenotypes and 

dealing of patients denotes an underused data font that has 

much bigger research likely than is currently grasped. 

Mining of electrical health records has the facility to form a 

new patient-stratification doctrines and for tight fitting 

unknown disease links. Mixing EHR data with genetic data 

will also give a more kind of genotype-phenotype affairs. 

However, a wide series of permitted, ethical, and 

methodological reasons presently hold back the organized 

confession of these data in electrical health histories and 

their excavating. Here, it consider the likely for furthering 

medical examination and experimental care using EHR data 

and the tasks that must be dazed before this is a truth. 

 [3] The medical resources of many countries are 

limited. For example, in China, the growth of medical 

resources is not balanced that 80% people are living in areas 

with inadequate medical resources while 80% medical 

resources are allocated at the big cities. Construction of big 

health application system by successfully mixing medical 

health resources using smart depots, health Internet of 

Things (IoT), big data and cloud computing is the vital way 

to resolve the above difficulties. Big health is a talented 

industry, which is characterized by people, center, managing 

a person’s health from birth to decease, from anticipation to 

rehabilitation and involving industry from administration to 

market. The field of big health covers health goods field 

(including the drugs, medical devices, elder goods), health 

service field (including medical services, income services, 

mobile healthcare), fitness real estate field (including 

pension, healthcare) and health finance field (including 

health protection and other financial products). 

 [6] Abstract Traditional wearable devices have 

various drawbacks, such as uncomfortableness for long-term 

wearing, and insufficient accuracy, etc. Thus, health 

monitoring through traditional wearable devices is hard to 

be sustainable. In order to obtain and manage healthcare big 

data by sustainable health nursing, the system design “Smart 

Clothing”, enabling unobtrusive collection of various 

physiological indicators of human body. To offer persistent 

cleverness for smart clothing erection, mobile healthcare 

cloud stand is constructed by the usage of mobile internet, 

cloud computing and big data analytics. This paper 

announces design facts, key tools and applied 

implementation methods of smart dress system. Typical 

claims powered by smart clothing and big data clouds are 

presented, such as medical backup response, emotion care, 

disease diagnosis, and real-time tangible interaction. 

 [7] In this it extant a new deep learning manner Bi-

CNN-MI for paraphrase identification (PI). Created on the 

vision that PI needs associating two sentences many heights 

of granularity, it learn multigranular decree images using 

convolutional neural network (CNN) and model boundary 

features at each level. 

 These topographies are then the input to a logistic 

classifier for PI. All limits of the model (for embeddings, 

convolution and classification) are straight optimized for PI. 

To address the lack of training data, the system pretrain the 

network in a novel method using a language modeling task. 

Results on the MSRP corpus surpass that of earlier NN 

competitors. The paper is based on the smoking behavior of 

the user. The e-cigarette has a small, electrical resistance 

coiled wire in 1.5 ohms which is connected to the positive 

and negative poles of the device. When the button of e-

cigarette is pressed, the resistance coil can be connected 

with electrical supply under the immersion of some “E-

liquid”, the coil heats up and transform the E- Computer 

Science & Engineering: An International Journal (CSEIJ), 

Vol.8, No.1, February 2018 8 liquid to vapor, which can be 

inhaled by the smokers. It monitors the smoking behavior of 

the user in order to prevent the patient from cancer. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For S-data, we use traditional machine learning algorithms, 

i.e., NB, RF and LR algorithm to predict the risk of brain 

disease. NB classification is a simple probabilistic classifier. 

It requires to calculate the probability of feature attributes. 

In this experiment, we use conditional probability formula to 

estimate discrete feature attributes and Gaussian distribution 

to estimate continuous feature attributes. 

 The results obtained by applying NB and Random 

Forest classifier is compared. The NB classification is the 

best in experiment. However, it is also observed that we 

cannot accurately predict whether the patient is in a high 

risk of brain disease. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it bid a Machine learning Decision tree map 

algorithm by using structured and unstructured data from 

hospital. It also uses Map Reduce algorithm for partitioning 
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the data. To the highest of gen, none of the current work 

attentive on together data types in the zone of remedial big 

data analytics. Compared to several typical calculating 

algorithms, the scheming accuracy of our proposed 

algorithm reaches 94.8% with a convergence speed which is 

quicker than that of the CNN-based unimodal disease risk 

prediction (CNN-UDRP) algorithm and produces report. 

The report consists of possibility of occurrences of diseases. 
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